
   We are excited to share our most recent addition of, 
dare we say, absolutely “sweet” California walnut burl 
cookies. Our lumber team individually grades each and 
every slab, assigning inventory numbers, completing 
measurements, taking multiple photos, and detailing 
noteworthy characteristics. There are some pieces with 
ingrown sap, and there is very little checking on most 
of the selection; these cookie slabs are truly astounding 
beauties that are graded and surfaced one side, ready  
for your next project.  
   Interesting fact: our founder and president, Manfred 
Bohlke, is considered to be one of the pioneers of the 
walnut burl industry. Starting in the 80’s, MBVC began 
harvesting burls from large walnut orchards in California 
for burl veneer. Walnut burls grow in such a way that 
they can be harvested from the same tree several times 
over. While burls may be considered abnormal growths 
on trees, they certainly translate into phenomenal pieces 
for woodworking artisans.
   Pictured are the available cookie shaped slabs— 
contact your MB sales representative, or our team at 
sales@mbveneer.com, to reserve your top choice today.

 #alwayssustainablysourced 
  #alwaysresponsiblyharvested
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Stunning walnut burl cookies
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   Our team also recently added Santos rosewood cookies and  
4/4 boules to our existing Santos inventory of 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 
FAS&BTR square edge and live edge slabs. This beautiful species  
is incredibly versatile and is utilized in architectural millwork,  
fine furniture making, and the musical instrument industry. Our 
fresh slab arrivals are perfect candidates for showstopper tables  
or one-of-a-kind wall art in a variety of settings; the available 

boules are ideal for projects 
calling for consistent color  
and grain structure. 
   Santos wood has a very fine 
grain, takes a high polish and 
showcases its natural beauty 
through a wide range of colors 
that may include light to dark 
chocolate browns, violets,  
occasional oranges, and reds, 
accompanied by handsome 
black striping.

Santos rosewood cookies, 
boules, and more

Albizia | Finished Live Edge

Cedar of Lebanon | Live Edge

Elm, Red | Live Edge

Etimoe | 8/4 FAS&BTR

Oak, Eastern | Live Edge

Oak, Pippy | 4/4 Boules

Oak, Spessart | 4/4, 5/4, 8/4,  
10/4 Boules

Padauk, African | 4/4 FAS&BTR

Sapele | 4/4, 8/4 FAS&BTR

Teak | 5/4, 7/4, 8/4, 10/4 FAS&BTR

More New Lumber Arrivals

Albizia finished live edge #415769-961606 
10+ to choose from, or purchase as a set.

Cedar of Lebanon #329038-622549 

Etimoe 8/4 FAS&BTR Oak pippy 4/4 boules

Santos 4/4 boules

Etimoe 8/4 FAS&BTR 
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Top left and right, #416326-961053

8/4 Spessart Oak boules

Sustainably using one  
of Earth’s most beautiful  
resources to enrich  
the world around us.   

SQUARE EDGE | BOULES | LIVE EDGE SLABS
RECLAIMED WOOD | BASES | CANTS

Bottom left and right, #416340-961047
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